
Mogadishu-backed candidate wins test-
case regional election
Thu, 2018-12-20 21:13

MOGADISHU: Lawmakers in a volatile region of Somalia elected the federal
government’s preferred candidate as its leader on Wednesday after a popular
former Al-Shabab leader was barred from running in the vote seen as test of
the country’s political progress.

As part of an internationally backed attempt to end decades of lawlessness by
spreading power more widely among the multiple clans, states are meant to be
more independent of central government, with the authority to select their
own leaders.

But any sign that that is being subverted in practice or a sense that a
leader is being imposed by stealth by the central government could further
stoke instability and violence.

At least 11 people were killed last week in the South West state capital of
Baidoa in clashes that erupted following the arrest of Mukhtar Robow, the
former Islamist militant leader who had tried to contest in the thrice-
delayed poll.

The South West state Parliament selected Abdiasis Hassan Mohamed, who has
held two national cabinet posts, giving him the necessary two thirds of the
vote. State parliaments, not the wider public, vote for regional presidents
in Somalia.

Analysts say Mohamed is likely to find it difficult to exert his authority
because of his perceived allegiance to the federal government, said Hussein
Sheikh-Ali, chairman of the Mogadishu-based think tank Hiraal Institute.

He said the arrest of Robow, a native of South West who was widely expected
to win the election, also undermined efforts to end the Al-Shabab insurgency.

The federal government could not immediately be reached for comment on the
election.

Al-Shabab has been fighting for more than a decade to topple the weak central
government and implement strict Islamic law, often sending suicide bombers
against civilian targets.

“The attacks on Robow have shredded this election’s credibility,” said Judd
Devermont, Africa director at the Washington-based Center for Strategic and
International Studies (CSIS).

Somali authorities backed by Ethiopian troops detained Robow after accusing
him of bringing extremist militants and weapons back to Baidoa, a charge his
representatives denied. Many in South West state saw the move as aimed at
blocking his candidature.
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“Mogadishu tilted terrain in his favor by off-ramping Robow and providing
resources to Mohamed. The hard part will be getting him local clan support,”
said Rashid Abdi, Horn of Africa Project Director at the International Crisis
Group, a Brussels-based thinktank.

Similar elections for state leaders are due early next year. 
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JERUSALEM: The Israeli military says it has begun destroying a network of
cross-border tunnels built by Lebanon’s Hezbollah militant group.
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Israel this month announced the discovery of the tunnels, which it says were
part of a Hezbollah attack plot. So far, it has uncovered four tunnels in an
open-ended operation meant to destroy the entire network.
Lt. Col. Jonathan Conricus, a military spokesman, said Thursday that forces
have begun destroying the tunnels in a new phase of the operation.
He would not say how many tunnels were being targeted, but said forces were
working at more than one location.
He says each tunnel will take many hours to destroy, and all activity is
taking place in Israeli territory.
Israel and the UN say the tunnels violate a 2006 cease-fire resolution.
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ROME: Before their lives ended in an underwater deathtrap, before they lined
up 100 to a row on a Libyan beach to board a boat with no anchor, the young
men from the parched villages of the Sahel had names.
Two forensic investigators, one crisscrossing Africa and another in a
university laboratory in Italy, are on a quest against the odds to keep
Italy’s promise to find those names. They are tracing the identities of the
migrants killed when an overloaded fishing boat went down off the coast of
Libya on April 18, 2015, in the Mediterranean’s deadliest shipwreck in living
memory.
The pledge was made before Europe turned against migrants, and it just got
even harder to keep. Nearing their very first formal identification, one of
the investigators made a devastating discovery this month: The vessel carried
not 800 people, as initially believed, but nearly 1,100.
Suddenly, there are hundreds more passengers to identify, adding to more than
three years of painstaking work that had already pushed the boundaries of
forensic science and tested the limits of both the Peruvian investigator with
expertise in human rights violations and the Italian pathologist volunteering
on the project.
The story of the fishing boat known as the peschereccio and its passengers
reflects how migrants can simply vanish worldwide, sometimes without a trace.
At a time when global migration is at an all-time high, The Associated Press
has found in an exclusive tally that at least 62,284 migrants have died or
disappeared worldwide since 2014. That’s more than double the only official
attempt at a toll, by the UN’s International Organization for Migration .
But it is also a story of how difficult it is to document these dead and
missing, especially at a time when there is no longer a political will to
support survivors, let alone figure out how many migrants died and who they
were. Back in 2015, then-Prime Minister Matteo Renzi committed Italy to
giving names back to those who perished in the April 18 shipwreck. There was
a “short period of sunlight,” when Italian agencies worked together to
recover the bodies and start the process of identifying them, according to
Cristina Cattaneo, the Italian forensic investigator.
“It was a magical moment,” she said.
Governments have since slashed funding; rescue ships have drastically cut
back operations in the Mediterranean under pressure. Many Italians question
the need to identify the bodies when they already have “a tomb at the bottom
of the sea,” said Roberto Di Bartolo, the engineer who led firefighters in
the recovery operation.
“But if this boat had not been full of people from Africa and instead they
came from the United States, Australia or Japan,” he said, “we would have
done everything to get the bodies out and find their identity, to give names
to those people, because they were people.”
___
The migrants on the peschereccio started their journeys in some 20 countries,
from Bangladesh to the western tip of Mauritania, according to information
from the two investigators, published accounts of survivors, Italian
government documents, and families who fear their loved ones were among the
passengers. Many came from Africa’s Sahel region, where Senegal, Mali and



Mauritania meet, walking northward or hitching rides in trucks.
Cheikh Fofana’s son called around that time to say he was leaving soon for
Europe. Fofana warned him to wait for a big boat that might withstand the
force of the sea. Surviving a vast ocean is nothing like escaping a tree-
lined river, he said.
“I told him not to take a makeshift boat, it’s very dangerous, it’s risky
because the sea has no branches,” Fofana said.
His son, Tidiane responded he had waited too long to cross already, but
promised, “I’ll try to take the big boat.”
That was the last time they spoke. He vanished along with two other young men
from the town.
It is not known if they were among the 12 rows of men, 100 to a row, who
lined up on the beach the day before the doomed peschereccio left from Libya.
At the last minute, a truck arrived filled with around 200 men from East
Africa. They had paid a premium and had priority boarding.
Not everyone on the beach would fit on the peschereccio, although the
smugglers managed to slip a few extra on board.
The overcrowded boat made it 77 nautical miles off the coast of Libya, when
it started to founder. It collided with a freighter that was trying to come
to its rescue and sank, taking nearly all its human cargo into the depths.
Twenty-four bodies were fished out of the water and dropped off in nearby
Malta. But Malta wouldn’t accept the 28 survivors, who were then taken by the
Italian coast guard to the Sicilian port city of Catania. The boat pulled up
to the dock in the middle of the night, where a throng of volunteers tossed
flowers at it and handed the survivors cellophane-wrapped care packages.
Over the next few days, the handful of survivors called home and word of the
disaster spread like dust through the Sahel.
Around this time, Fofana called his son’s phone again. A stranger answered
and told him Tidiane had left for Italy.
The family visited several spiritual leaders, known as marabouts, hoping to
learn Tidiane’s fate. One said only that the son was in a “state of
obscurity.”
“I know that if he is dead, there’s nothing more I can do, by the will of
God. But let me know, is he alive? Is he dead?” Fofana said, his lined face
twisting in anguish. “This is the doubt that troubles me.”
___
It took a year to raise the hull from the sea floor and drag it to Italy, at
a cost of 9.5 million euros.
Even before they rigged the pulley to the fragile frame of the boat, divers
working 370 meters (1,214 feet) underwater placed a wreath of flowers on the
waterlogged deck. The resurfacing operation took 20 hours — men leading it
from the control room applauded when it budged from the seafloor. The navy’s
video aired on national television.
The fishing boat dangled from an enormous sling as the water drained away,
reeking of death in dry dock at Melilli naval port in Sicily — the Italian
island the migrants had hoped to reach when they set out.
That’s when Italy’s top pathologist, Cattaneo, arrived. So terrified of
flying that she chose a 13-hour train and ferry trip to Sicily over a 90-
minute flight, she was fearless when faced directly with death. As the
firefighters donned hazmat suits against possible biological hazard, Cattaneo
wore a T-shirt and jeans, her blond head bobbing amid the wreckage and



bodies, a pair of latex gloves her only protection. Her confidence calmed
them.
“I found before me a carpet of human silhouettes that stretched out across
the area of the hold … almost all face down, some in a fetal position, many
swollen with putrefaction, made human by their hair, gloves, sweaters and the
shoes they had on,” Cattaneo wrote in her book published earlier this month,
“Shipwrecked and Nameless.”
The bodies were crammed five to a square meter (yard) — “like a slave ship,”
said Di Bartolo, the firefighter engineer.
“Out of respect, no firefighter ever stepped on a body,” Di Bartolo said. “We
had to lie across them to pull them up, but we never walked on them.”
At Cattaneo’s tent-lab, 50 pathologists and forensic investigators from 12
Italian universities worked in rotations, stretching the bounds of science to
extract and sequence DNA from bodies or fragments that had been submerged in
seawater for a year.
With gloved hands, pathologists sealed plastic baggies of belongings,
matching numbers with body bags as best they could. Other workers sealed
metal coffins with a blowtorch.
As Cattaneo counted bodies — 500 of them by the September 2016 — legal
proceedings moved forward in the case.
On Dec. 13, the Tunisian captain of the vessel was convicted of manslaughter
and trafficking and sentenced to 18 years in prison. His Syrian mate got a 5-
year term. The peschereccio lacked an anchor, the “captain” had no idea what
he was doing, and the vessel was too rickety to withstand the waves or the
hundreds of men on board.
UN and EU investigations later revealed that the head of the operation was a
Libyan trafficker nicknamed “The Doctor,” believed to have sent 45,000
migrants to Europe in 2015 alone, and infamous for his brutality and the
flimsiness of his boats. He’s never been apprehended.
Also in December, Renzi — the prime minister who had kept his vow to retrieve
the boat with remains — lost the confidence of Italian voters and resigned as
Italy’s leader. His departure contributed to the ascent of the fiercely anti-
migrant Matteo Salvini.
As 2016 closed, Mediterranean migrant deaths peaked at more than 5,100,
according to the IOM tally.
In the end, Italy counted 547 victims of the shipwreck plus 325 skulls that
Cattaneo keeps at her lab for study. In her book, she detailed for the first
time her suspicion that more than 1,000 people had died on the ship, relying
upon accounts from survivors and what she saw in the hull.
The final body belonged to a Gambian, PM390345. In his wallet he had a
passport, a library card, a student card and a blood donor certificate. In
the pockets of his brown jacket he had some fig seeds.
___
It was time to find the families. For that, Italy turned to Jose Pablo
Baraybar, the Peruvian forensic anthropologist from the International
Committee of the Red Cross.
An intense man with enormous eyes magnified by button-lensed glasses,
Baraybar investigated human rights abuses in his home country as well as
Haiti, Rwanda and the Balkans. He started with the names of 27 young men from
Mauritania whose families had reported them missing around April 2015 to the
Red Cross.



That is how he found himself in May this year in the village of Melga along
the desiccated bed of the Senegal River, armed with swabs for DNA samples and
a whiteboard marker. Seated on the ground in the heat of the day, meeting
with families who wanted to learn the fate of their sons, Baraybar had no
easy answers.
“You cannot just tell them a story and you cannot misrepresent who you are.
You’re not there to bring them a body bag or give them money,” said Baraybar.
Men and women allowed Red Cross staff to gently swab the inside of their
cheeks, and entrusted Baraybar with still more names as they sipped water
beneath huts with no walls and just fabric for a roof.
The 27 names led to 40 more in Mauritania to try to match against the DNA
samples sequenced by Cattaneo in Italy.
With the information he’d gathered, Baraybar was able to chart connections
among the young men who headed north for a better life. He uncovered the
names of relatives, friends, acquaintances and even traffickers from the
Sahel as he sought an algorithm to predict where victims might have lived —
and who might have been on the boat.
That led him to his most recent trip to Senegal, where he confirmed crucial
details about how the boat was loaded. Three of the rows of 100 migrants each
waiting on the beach didn’t make it on the boat, because a truck arrived
carrying around 200 migrants from East Africa who had paid a premium to board
first.
And so Baraybar knows that somewhere in East Africa the families of dozens of
men who disappeared in 2015 must be wondering about their fate.
“Families do matter,” he said. “And not knowing kills.”
Mariama Konte knows too well the price families pay when loved ones disappear
in migration. Her father-in-law died of grief after her husband vanished
around the same time as six other young men from Dougue. They last heard from
them around April 2015, and the families fear the young men headed for Italy
were on the peschereccio.
In Dougue, on dirt roads so empty that donkeys can rest in the street at
midday without fear of a car, it’s easy to spot the families whose sons work
in Europe. They’re the ones with the concrete houses, the metal rooftops and
prominent satellite dishes. They have the largest herds of cattle and
motorcycles, and their children are in school.
Konte, who married Abdrahamane when she was 12 and he was 21, is living the
consequences of the family’s decision in November to mourn him after nearly
four years of waiting. Friends and neighbors told them they would feel better
if they went ahead with the ceremony, as five other families of the missing
already had.
So a few weeks ago, the family sacrificed a sheep, and she put on a lemon-
yellow veil that marks her as a widow. She will wear the same clothes for
four months and 10 days, washing only on Fridays. She will stay inside the
family’s compound and eat her meals alone. Then, by tradition, she will
almost certainly marry one of her husband’s brothers.
Even now, she cannot quite accept that her husband is dead.
“Each night I pray for him. I pray to God that he will find my husband,” she
said. “To find another husband is not hard but to find one like him is
difficult.”
___
The peschereccio still sits with holes in its sides where the bodies were



pulled out. Italy’s government refused to pay for Cattaneo’s plan to move it
to Milan.
In 2018, the number of migrants arriving illegally in Europe is set to reach
its lowest level in five years; the number of dead is well below the levels
seen when IOM started counting. Salvini, who is now Italy’s interior minister
and oversees the missing person’s office, was uninterested in whether Renzi’s
promise had been kept.
He credits the new government’s hard-line policies against rescue for
deterring deaths this year.
“You do not need a scientist to figure it out, that the fewer people depart,
the fewer people die,” he told The Associated Press with a shrug.
Baraybar and Cattaneo say they are close to their first identification — a
single name among nearly 1,100 dead in a single shipwreck — in a year that
saw at least 211 boats sink into the Mediterranean. He describes it as nearly
a “mission impossible.” And then he presses onward, searching for families
who have more questions than answers.
His eyes widening almost past the edges of the round frames, he asks: “What
kind of thing can you give back to these people that have lost everything?“
Only the names of the missing.
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RABAT: Moroccan investigators said Thursday they have arrested three fugitive
suspects in the grisly murder of two Scandinavian hikers as they follow a
link to extremism.

The suspects in the murder of two Scandinavian women in Morocco pledged
allegiance to Daesh, the country’s general prosecutor said in a statement.
The arrests in the city of Marrakesh on Thursday morning follow a first
arrest on Monday of a man suspected of belonging to an extremist group, hours
after the discovery of the two women’s bodies in the High Atlas mountains.
“The suspects have been arrested” and investigators are in the process of
“verifying the terrorist motive, which is supported by the evidence and the
findings of enquiries,” a statement from Morocco’s central judicial
investigations office said.
The bodies of Danish student Louisa Vesterager Jespersen, 24, and 28-year-old
Maren Ueland from Norway were found on Monday, after the women had pitched
their tent at an isolated mountain site two hours walk from the tourist
village of Imlil.
Moroccan police have focused on the terrorism line of inquiry since arresting
the first suspect on Monday in a poor neighbourhood of the region’s main city
of Marrakesh, which is a magnet for foreign tourists.
“The radical Islamist line has not been removed, because of the profile of
the (first) suspect arrested and the three” others, who have links to radical
Islamic circles, a source close to the investigation told AFP on Wednesday.
Investigators released profiles of the three fugitives late on Wednesday as
they launched an intensified manhunt.
In one of the black and white photos circulated by the authorities, one of
the suspects wears long white clothing and a white skullcap, and has a long
beard.
A second suspect also has a long beard, while the third has a thin face and a
goatee.
All three hail from Marrakesh, and one of them had “a court record linked to
terrorist acts”, police spokesman Boubker Sabik said.
A source close to the investigation told AFP that “the arrests highlight the
efficiency of the security forces”.
Danish Prime Minister Lars Lokke Rasmussen denounced what he called a
“beastly crime”.
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Addressing reporters on Thursday morning, Rasmussen said “like the whole
world, we react with consternation, disgust and a profound sadness.”
Norway’s Prime Minister Erna Solberg condemned what she called a “brutal and
meaningless attack on innocents”.
Authorities are still determining the authenticity of a grisly video posted
on social media allegedly showing the murder of one of the women, an
investigation source said.
The killings have sparked fears of a hit to Morocco’s crucial tourist sector
— which accounts for 10 percent of national income — as the kingdom’s
relative security has always been a major selling point.
“What most of us had feared – that is to say a terrorist angle to the double
crime in the region of Imlil, has been confirmed,” said leading news website
Medias 24.
“Shock, sadness and revulsion are perceptible in Morocco,” it added.
Traumatised by the murders, residents of Imlil are deeply fearful for their
livelihoods, and have lent their help to investigators in identifying
suspects, a tourism sector source told AFP.
Morocco has been spared jihadist attacks since 2011, when a bomb attack on a
cafe in Marrakesh’s famed Jamaa El Fna Square killed 17 people, most of them
European tourists.
An attack in the financial capital Casablanca killed 33 people in 2003.
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Anger in Iran after police arrest
striking workers in overnight raids
Wed, 2018-12-19 22:29

JEDDAH: Anger has erupted in Iran’s restive Khuzestan province after security
forces arrested dozens of striking steel workers.

More than 4,000 employees at the National Steel Industrial Group in Ahvaz
stopped work on Nov. 9 in a dispute over unpaid wages and benefits.

After a series of rallies and protest meetings by the strikers, police raided
workers’ homes overnight on Sunday and detained at least 30 men.

The arrests were described as a “mark of infamy” by Iran’s Free Labor Union,
a banned workers’ rights group.

“Instead of considering the demands of the oppressed and desperate workers,
the entire government apparatus raided their homes in the middle of the
night, terrorized their wives and children, and arrested the breadwinners,”
the group said on social media.

“All those who 40 years ago took the destiny of our people in their own hands
by claiming to be on the side of the downtrodden now shamelessly raid the
homes of workers and put them in chains.”

The arrests were also raised in the Iranian Parliament. “This is a violation
of the constitution,” said Alireza Mahjoub, head of Parliament’s labor
faction. He called on Parliament to intervene to free the arrested workers.

The Ahvaz protests started shortly after a strike by workers at the Haft
Tapeh sugar factory in nearby Shush over wage arrears and alleged criminal
activity by new private owners.

Iran has been hit by strikes over working conditions in several key sectors
this year, including education, mines, transport and the steel industry,
mainly outside Tehran.

Last month judiciary chief Ayatollah Sadegh Larijani warned workers against
creating “disorder.” They “should not allow their demands to become an excuse
and an instrument for the enemy,” he said.
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